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Restore your home
to its former glory
with windows and
doors designed to
enhance period
properties
This colour panel is printed as
a close match to the window
frame colour option of:
Dark Red (Halo and VEKA)

RECREATE THAT
ORIGINAL CHARACTER...
When it comes to choosing new windows
and doors, you don’t have to sacrifice safety
and warmth for style and elegance. With the
Heritage Range you can have the best of both
worlds - combining kerb appeal with the very
latest in glazing innovation.
A perfect alternative to high-maintenance
timber products, the Heritage Range
combines classic charm with contemporary
comforts, giving you the ultimate in
traditional-look windows and doors. From
stellar security performance to exceptional
energy efficiency, our windows and doors can
restore original features or add character to
your home.
Our Heritage Range includes the stunning portfolio from The Residence Collection, as well
as an exciting array of profile choices and finishes from the world-renowned VEKA and
Halo portfolio.
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An elegant collection of high-quality, low-maintenance windows and doors to transform
your house into a home.
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WINDOWS

THE LOOK AND FEEL OF WOOD MINUS THE MAINTENANCE
Enjoy the benefits…
HALO FLUSH SASH

Technologicallyadvanced with modern
design and safety
features.

Virtually maintenancefree with a 10 year
guarantee.

Thermally efficient
for a warmer home.

Designed to replicate
traditional timber
windows and doors.

Multipoint locking
security to BSI Group
PAS 24 (2016)
requirements.
R7 FLUSH SASH

Conservation
Conservation areas are protected by law against ‘undesirable changes’
due to their status as regions of ‘notable environmental or historical
interest or importance.’ To preserve the unique character of these
areas, the installation of new windows and doors is subject to guidelines
known as Article 4, and planning permission should be sought from
the local authority. The Heritage Range includes windows from VEKA
which are sympathetic to conservation area requirements, as well
as the R9 from The Residence Collection which has been designed
specifically to meet Article 4 directives.

The Heritage Range of windows delivers outstanding
weather resistance, security and energy efficiency.

R9 FLUSH SASH

Window Energy Rating (WER) and U-value figures based on R9 with 44mm triple glazing, R7
can achieve 0.84 U-value. Halo flush sash can achieve 1.3 U-value. VEKA vertical sliding sash
can achieve 1.4 U-value with 28mm glazing.

VEKA VERTICAL SLIDING
SASH WINDOWS
This colour panel is printed as a close match
to the window frame colour option of:
Anthracite Grey (Halo and VEKA) or

Eclectic Grey (R7 and R9)
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A STUNNING RANGE OF STYLES
TO SUIT YOUR HOME
Flush sash windows
Unlike the vast majority of modern uPVC windows,
flush sash windows sit flush within the frame and offer
traditional, understated elegance. The Heritage Range
includes three different market-leading flush sash
collections - each with choices in profile design options
- from Residence and Halo.

FLUSH OUTSIDE WITH ORNATE INTERIOR PROFILING
HALO (pages 8-9) R9 (pages 12-13)

Vertical sliding
sash windows

R7 (pages 10-11)
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R7 and R9

Beading options
Choose between a
smooth, clean-lined
or a more ornate and
sculptured bead (where
applicable).

Colour and
finish options

Complete with runthrough horns that
recreate the look of a
traditional box sash,
with a mechanical joint
option, our vertical sliding
sash windows are the
perfect replica, with the
added appeal of being
maintenance-free and
energy efficient.
VEKA (pages 14-15)

FLUSH OUTSIDE AND INSIDE

Composite
doors

DECORATIVE BEADING

SCULPTURED BEADING
Halo Flush Sash

CHAMFERED BEADING
Halo Flush Sash

HANDLES & HARDWARE
See page 18 for information on
window hardware options available.

Joint options
The finest details can make all the difference… Our
Heritage Range of windows gives you the choice of a
more contemporary diagonal welded joint or a square
joint option with Timberweld® for a more traditional
look. Both offer the same quality features and benefits,
just a difference in appearance, as shown here.
DIAGONAL WELD

Select from a fantastic
range of colour and
woodgrain finishes
with the option to have
different colours inside
and out.

R7, Halo and Vertical Sliding Sash

TIMBERWELD JOINT
R9, R7, Halo

MECHANICAL JOINT
Vertical Sliding Sash

The full range of
window frame colour
options is displayed
on pages 16 and 17.

(Pages 16-17)

Glazing options
Aesthetically appealing,
durable and secure, a
door from our Heritage
Range makes a grand
entrance.
(Pages 19-22)

From Georgian bars
to decorative stained
glass effects and privacy
glazing, the choice is
yours. Triple glazing
upgrades offer even
greater levels of energy
efficiency.

ASTRAGAL BAR
Halo Flush Sash shown.

PRIVACY GLASS
Information on the range of
privacy glass options is available
on request.

DECORATIVE GLAZING

TRIPLE GLAZING

Information on the range of
decorative glazing options is
available on request.
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HALO FLUSH SASH WINDOWS

History and Heritage
The Halo flush sash has been designed to replicate the look of timber
windows and is ideal for heritage homes, particularly where authentic
looks are all important. Sitting flush within the frame, these windows
have an understated and traditionally elegant appearance.
Crafted from modern, weatherproof uPVC, Halo flush sash windows
can be specified in bespoke sizes to suit those in your home.
Georgian bar detailing can also be fitted within your windows to give
the ‘lattice’ effect often found in historic homes.
Halo is part of VEKA one of the world’s
leading uPVC systems
suppliers.

Where you choose a
Timberweld joint the
sashes will be Timberweld
with mechanically jointed
outerframe, transoms and
mullions.
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However authentically timber-like these windows may look, they
offer a deceptively modern performance. Your home will be a haven of
warmth and quiet, thanks to the thermal insulation of Halo flush sashes
with their multi-chamber internal construction for increased energy
efficiency.
•

70mm deep profile with 5 chambers in
the sculptured system and 3 chambers in
the chamfered system.

•

Available in a range of colours including different colour on the
outside to the interior.

•

Heritage style hardware.

•

Triple glazing option.

•

Chamfered or sculptured internal beading.

•

Mitre weld joint or Timberweld®.

•

Chamfered flush sash is available in the
Spectral ultramatt foil range.

Outside: window sits flush
within the frame with welded
or Timberweld joint.

Inside: profiled finish sculptured or chamfered.

Heritage style hardware
options - see page 18
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R7 FLUSH SASH WINDOWS

Beautifully flush inside and out

R7 (Residence 7)
is part of The Residence
Collection of high
performance windows
that are designed and
made in Britain.

R7 flush sash windows are a versatile and appealing
option for a wide range of homes, from period
properties to more recently built houses. Beautifully
flush inside and out, the elegant design features
integral to the collection give R7 timeless appeal.

Where you choose a
Timberweld joint the
sashes will be Timberweld
with mechanically jointed
outerframe, transoms and
mullions.
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With a 7 chamber frame profile for superior thermal,
acoustic and security performance, R7 windows
outperform many other systems on the market and are
available in a range of other styles, including casement
windows, shaped windows and bay and bow windows.
Expertly crafted in a variety of colours, the R7
collection is also virtually maintenance-free, so you
spend less time on upkeep and more time doing the
things you love.

•

75mm deep profile with
7 chambers.

•

Choice of 14 different colours including different colours on
the outside to the interior.

•

Heritage style hardware.

•

Butt hinges (dummy or
working) option.

•

Triple glazing option.

•

Decorative beading.

•

Mitre weld joint or Timberweld®.
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R9 FLUSH SASH WINDOWS

Classic with a twist
The R9 collection combines a traditionally flush exterior with a stylish
decorative interior to achieve its classic appearance.

R9 (Residence 9)
is part of The Residence
Collection of high
performance windows
that are designed and
made in Britain.

Created for homeowners looking to authentically replicate 19th
century timber frames, it works for both period properties and
contemporary homes alike. Crafted from virtually maintenancefree materials, R9 has been specifically designed to help meet the
stringent guidelines set by local authorities in conservation areas.
Breathtakingly elegant, R9 combines the best of 19th century British
architecture with all the benefits you’d expect from modern uPVC
and glazing. The thermally-efficient 9 chamber design retains the
character of your home, while keeping you in a safe, warm and
tranquil environment.

Where you choose a
Timberweld joint the
sashes will be Timberweld
with mechanically jointed
outerframe, transoms and
mullions.
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•

100mm deep profile with 9 chambers.

•

Choice of 11 different colours option to choose one colour for the
outside and another for the interior.

•

Heritage style hardware.

•

Butt hinges (dummy or working) option.

•

Triple glazing option.

•

Timberweld® joint as standard.
Authentic butt hinge

Traditional style weatherbar

‘Easy clean’ rebate
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Style options
A small selection of the variations available.

VEKA VERTICAL SLIDING SASH WINDOWS

Style and efficiency
Traditional timber sash panes can make you think of cold, draughty and
difficult to open or close windows. With VEKA’s modern and efficient
vertical sliding sash option, the problems associated with
the old wooden types are eliminated.

VEKA is the UK’s
leading PVCu supplier
and the world’s number
one PVCu window
profile company employing over 5000
people across the
globe.

Your home can retain its original good looks
while you enjoy the smooth operating,
secure-locking, heat-saving and sound-insulating
benefits of beautifully engineered windows without the need to rub down, paint and restore
them in the future. These stylish windows are also
available mechanically jointed to replicate original
timber frames.

•

Multi-chamber profile for great thermal and sound insulation.

•

Available in a range of colours including different colour on the outside
to the interior.

•

Heritage style hardware.

•

Triple glazing option.

•

Sculptured internal beading.

•

Locking options including upgrade
to Secured by Design standards.

•

Available mechanically jointed.

A police initiative to guide and
encourage those undertaking
major or minor property
refurbishment, to adopt crime
prevention measures.

This colour panel is printed as a close match
to the window frame colour option of:
Chartwell Green (Halo and VEKA) or

Cotswold Green (R7 and R9)
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HALO AND VEKA
COLOURS

THE CHOICE IS YOURS…
The Heritage Range offers you a fantastic selection of colours and finishes
across the Halo, R7, R9 and VEKA ranges including options to have a
different colour on the outside to the inside.

Please note. Colours shown are for guidance only and this
printed brochure should not be relied upon for exact colour
matching purposes, RAL reference numbers represent the
nearest colours and are not exact matches. Please request
a swatch book for exact colour matching.

There are a fantastic selection of colours and finishes across the VEKA and Halo product range. With the option of
a foil colour on the outside and white uPVC on the inside or matching foils to suit your decor. When choosing our
chamfered profile you can choose any foil colour for the inside and the outside known as dual foil.
Clotted Cream

Cotswold Green

English Oak

Painswick

R7 AND R9 COLOURS
RAL colour: 9010

White

RAL colour: 9003

Grained White
R7 and R9
Inside frame colour:
Grained White

RAL colour: 9001

RAL colour: 6021

Clotted Cream

Cotswold Green

R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Clotted Cream R7 and R9
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Grained White R9

R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Cotswold Green R9
Grained White R9

RAL colour: 7038

Painswick
R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Painswick R9
Grained White R9
Clotted Cream R9

RAL colour: 1002

English Oak
R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
English Oak R7 and R9
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Grained White R9

RAL colour: 1011

Irish Oak

RAL colour: 7016

Eclectic Grey

R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Irish Oak R7 and R9
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Grained White R9

R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Eclectic Grey R7 and R9
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
English Oak R9
Grained White R9

RAL colour: 9001

Cream

RAL colour: 6021

Chartwell Green

RAL colour: 7001

Silver Grey

RAL colour: 8022

RAL colour: 7015

Slate Grey

Beck Brown

RAL colour: 1011

Irish Oak

RAL colour: 8022

No 10 Black
R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Cotswold Biscuit R9
English Oak R9
Grained White R9

RAL colour: 8001

Golden Oak

RAL colour: 8015

Rosewood

RAL colour: 7038

Ral colour: 7016

Anthracite Grey

Agate Grey

RAL colour: 7032

Pebble Grey

RAL colour: 7012

Basalt Grey

RAL colour: 7016

Anthracite Grey Smooth

The following colours are available on chamfered profile only.

RAL colour: 7039

Corse Lawn
R7 and R9
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled) R7
Grained White R9

RAL colour: 8001

Golden Oak
R7
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled)
Golden Oak

RAL colour: 8015

Rosewood
R7
Inside frame colours:
Chalk White (unfoiled)
Rosewood

RAL colour: 9001

Vintage Cream (unfoiled)
R7
Inside frame colour:
Vintage Cream

RAL colour: 9016

Chalk White (unfoiled)
R7
Inside frame colour:
Chalk White (unfoiled)

RAL colour: 7035

No 38 Grey (unfoiled)
R7
Inside frame colour:
No 38 Grey (unfoiled)

RAL colour: 1015

Cotswold Biscuit
R9
Inside frame colours:
Grained White
Cotswold Biscuit

RAL colour: 7048

Silvered Oak
R9
Inside frame colours:
Grained White
Silvered Oak

RAL colour: 7030

Balmoral

RAL colour: 6009

Dark Green

RAL colour: 5011

Steel Blue

RAL colour: 3011

Dark Red

… also available in the Spectral ultramatt
finish colours
Please note. RAL reference numbers represent the nearest colours and are not exact matches.
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This colour panel is printed as
a close match to the window
frame colour option of:
Platinum Grey (Halo,
Chamfered profile only)

Spectral offers an ultra smooth, velvet like, anti finger print
surface that is extremely durable, easy to clean and highly
resistant to scratches. Please note Spectral is only available
on our chamfered profile.
Platinum Grey

Umbra Grey

Anthracite Grey

Graphite Black
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This colour panel is printed as a close
match to the window frame colour
option of:
Agate Grey (Halo and VEKA)
Painswick (R9 and R7)

Halo hardware
colour options…

WINDOW HARDWARE

The perfect complement

Gold

Chrome

Antique Black

DOORS

Graphite

The Heritage range includes a choice of authentically-styled hardware
to finish off the look of your newly-installed windows.
Flush sash window hardware options (Halo, R7 and R9)
VEKA vertical sliding sash window
hardware and colour options

Sash Knobs

Sash Eyes

R7 and R9 hardware colour options…

Shown below, Pewter (R7/R9)

Sash Pull

Monkey Tail
window stay

Inline

Offset

Gold

Satin Bronze

Black

Satin Chrome

Polished Chrome

Rose Gold

Pewter

Graphite

Tear Drop
window stay

Cam Locks and Keeps
High Security

Standard

Monkey
Tail
handles
Tear Drop
handles
Gold

Bright Bronze

Please note. Detailing may vary to that shown in
these pictures depending on the manufacturer.

White

Black

Antique
Black

Graphite

All vertical sliding sash window
hardware is available in the 8 colours as depicted above.

Satin
Chrome

Bright
Chrome

This colour panel is printed as a close
match to the door colour option of:
Cotswold

Graphite (Tear Drop window stay - Halo)
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This colour panel is printed
as a close match to the door
colour option of:
Cream White

COMPOSITE DOORS

A stunning and secure
entrance to your home
Enjoy the traditional look of timber without any of the drawbacks.
Our Heritage Range of composite doors offers the traditional good
looks of timber without any of the drawbacks. While wood may crack,
split or warp and requires regular sanding and repainting, uPVC needs
very little maintenance and provides all the security, durability and
energy efficient performance you’d expect from modern materials.
Offering you the following benefits:
•

Tough and durable, highly scratch-resistant finish.

•

Reinforced, thermally-efficient core.

•

Hard-wearing construction using modern
weatherproofing technology.

•

Precision-engineered hinges and hardware.

•

Virtually maintenance-free.

•

Secure locking with high security option to Secured by
Design standards.

•

Choice of door and glazing designs.

•

Wide range of colours and door and frame colour
combination options.

MARQUISE 2  RADIANT 4 

SOLITAIRE 1  TRILLION 

CROWN 3  SOLITAIRE 1-2 

 PRINCESS GRID

…this is a small
selection of the
composite doors
and options
available.
A police initiative to guide
and encourage those
undertaking major or minor
property refurbishment,
to adopt crime prevention
measures.

For the full range
please refer to the
relevant product
brochures.
Please note. Detailing
may vary to that shown
in these pictures
depending on the
manufacturer.
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Craftsman 1
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DOOR HARDWARE & GLAZING

It’s all in the detail
Add the all important finishing touches to
your new door. Our glazing and hardware
range includes knockers, handles, letter
plates and hinges that have been expertly
crafted to replicate classic styles.

If an intruder snaps Ultion
and breaks into your home,
Ultion will pay you *£2000.

RESIDENCE 7

RESIDENCE 9

HALO FLUSH SASH

*your lock must be registered

For more information on
Ultion and its benefits visit:
www.ultion-lock.co.uk

The ultimate in door security
The Heritage Range of composite doors is fitted with Ultion 3 star
Diamond Secure cylinder as standard for your complete peace of mind.
Approved by the Master Locksmith Association, British Standards and
Secured by Design, the Ultion door cylinder has been rigorously tested.
Nothing has beaten it, not even the finest 3 star cylinder, making it the
most secure lock on the market.

… ask for further options, including
a choice of hinges and hinge colours,
escutcheons, rim pulls and viewers.
For the full range please refer to the
relevant product brochures.

19th century style combined with 21st
century living requires reliable and
reassuring security features. Rest easy in the
knowledge our Heritage Range windows not
only look aesthetically pleasing, they have
also been carefully crafted with strength and
safety in mind. For extra security, our doors
come fitted with the high security Ultion
cylinder, to keep you and your loved ones
safe and sound.

This colour panel is printed as a close match
to the window frame colour option of:
Agate Grey (Halo and VEKA) or

Painswick (R7 and R9)
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VEKA VERTICAL SLIDING SASH
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This colour panel is printed as
a close match to the window
frame colour option of:
Pebble Grey (Halo and VEKA)

Please note. Any colours shown are for guidance only and this printed brochure should not be relied upon for exact colour matching purposes.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the details contained within this brochure were correct at the time of going to print. The Glazerite UK Group Ltd reserve the right to amend without prior notice.
Copyright 2021. The Glazerite UK Group Ltd. Version: GUKHERITAGE/3000/0621

